Comparative analysis of receptor binding by chicken and human interleukin-1β.
Interleukin-1β (IL-1β) is an important cytokine in the immune system. Mammalian and avian IL-1βs share only 31-35% sequence identity, and the function of avian IL-1βs is less well understood by comparison. Although chicken and mammalian IL-1βs have similar tertiary structures, these ILs differ significantly with respect to receptor activation. Analysis of the structures and sequences of IL-1βs reveals that the major differences lie in loops. Modeling docking of chicken IL-1β to its receptor reveals that these variable loops are critical for receptor binding. Molecular dynamics simulations of the IL-1βs reveal significant changes in the dynamic range of motion upon receptor binding. Loops 3 and 9 of the unbound chicken IL-1β had greater fluctuations compared with the other loops. Upon binding, the flexibility of these loops, which directly contact the receptor, markedly decreases. Taken together, these results suggest that receptor binding leads to not only favorable enthalpy but also lower conformational entropy.